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The Effect of Grain Size on Flaw
Visibility Enhancement Using
Split'sp€Gtrum Processing
by N. M. BilgutaYand J. Saniie

Abstract

In this paper, ex,perimentaldata are presented for heat-samplesbv examining the effects of
t[oiitrrt'tirrt
triitii,
the perforrnaice of a flaw enhancementalgo;;;;lr;;"
The principle
7'itii iiirir:'ra to it split-spectrumpr.oce.ssing'
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grainboundary
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sca.ti:ot'" itrc were inuestigated.In such samples,rnultiple
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of ultrasonic inspection'-Theexperimental re'
here indicate that, although the split-specprrtrnted
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deteriorates as
perfortLance
its
materials,
large-grainid
foi
'grain
iizi (i.e.,scattering) increases

INTRODUCTION

In many industrial applications, gtain echoesbecomea cruciJfactor in defect det-ection.Large grain echoesare observed
in ultrasonic examination becauseof inherent grain charact".i.ti.. of materials, such as titanium, or becauseof external
ia.tot. that result in grain growth, such as in the heat-affected
zonesof welds.r It is i well-known phenomenonthat the crystalline structure of metals can be altered by heat treatment,
resulting in grain growth'2The purity of the material and the
method of manufacture determine the heat-treatment temDerature and duration that result-in grain growth' Although
'grain
welds, it
-""rtoi growth is undesirable in such applications as
be avoided becauseof the temperatures to which the
heat-treated zone is subjected.As a result of the alteration in
grain structure, the ultrasonic examination of the weld region
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"background noise"
exhibits large grain ech&s that can result in
:
that
-- masks crucial weld defects.
In ,rlt"rottic examination where the grain sizeis much smailtit" sound wavelength (Rayleigh scattering)' multiple
*. tiLe"cts can be ilnored- However, for a large grain.."it"ti*
*ni.n the Jouad wavelen4'h i'qon the order of
;;;i;;;;;ti"
ift" gt.i" size (Stochastic scattering), multiple scattering can

no longer be neglected.Therefore,multiple echoeswill be receivedfrom dominant reflectors,such as flaws,resulting in the
reduction of the effectivenessof the ultrasonic inspection.It
is thus important to determine the range of grain sizes for
which an inspection system is effective.To accomplishthis.
mples were preparedby using type 308 austeniticstainless-;eel rods to obtain grain sizessimilar to the range exhibited
by heat-affectedzonesin welds.The basisfor choosingstainless
steel for these experimentsis its wide use in industrial applications that involve critical welds,such as in nuclear coni"irrment vessels,pipings, etc.l

EXPERIMENTAL
METHODS
A flaw enhancementtechnique called split-spectrum processinghas previouslybeen shownls to improve flaw visibility
in large-grainedmaterials by suppressinggrain echoeswith
respectto the flaw echo.This signal-processing
techniquewas
used in conjunction with a random signal flaw detectioniystem
that achieveshigh signal-to-noiseratios by using a conelation
type of receiver.6,7
Thus, the random signal svstem and the
spiit-spectrumprocessingaigorithm act ai two complementary
techniques that aiiow the enhanceddetection of flaws in larsegrainedmaterialsby reducingthermal receivernoiseand griin
noise,respectively.Thesepropertiesare especiallydesirablein
the detection and imaging of flaws in large-grained materials
with high attenuation,as in welds and titanium samples.
Unlike the random thermal receivernoise,the grain noiseis
coherent becauseit results from stationary scattererswithin
the sample that produce similar echoesfor each transmitted
pulse.Although thesegrain echoesresemblenoisein the system
output, they are actually unwanted signalsrelated to the microstructureand as such cannot be eliminated either by time
averagingthe receivedechoesor by using a correlationtype of
receiver.The split-spectrumtechniqueobtains a decorrelated
set of grain boundary echo signalsby using a conceptsimilar
the frequencydiversity principle usedin radar.LloEach grain
ooundary echo signal in this set corresponds to a different
rangeof transmitted ultrasonicfrequencies.Becausethe grains
are small and closelyspaced,their echoesresult in a complicated interference pattern produced by the scatterers.Because
the transmitted frequency is varied, there will be significant
changesin the interferencepattern produced by the grains,
whereasthe echofrom the larger isolateddefect presentin the
sample will remain virtually unchanged.Thus, by processing

the decorrelatedechoescorrespondingto a set of transmitted
signais,the effect of grain echoescan be suppressedwith re_
spect to the flaw echo,resulting in flaw-to-grainechoenhance_
ment.45There are other examplesin the ultrasonicsliterature
where this concept has been used.n.r2However,in the splitspectrumtechnique,a novel approachwas introducedthafob_
tains the frequencydiversesignal set from a singlewide-band
echosignal by digitai filtering, thus eliminating the need for
individual transmissionof eachfrequencyband.the block diagram of-this technique is shown in Fig. 1, where the experi_
mentai data at the input are obtained using the random signal
correlationsystem.6.i
The split-spectrum technique obtains the amplitude spec_
trum of the echo signal by a fast Fourier transform (F-FT)
routine, dividesthe spectruminto the desirednumberof bands
by meansof digital filtering, and finally inverseFourier transforms each band to obtain the frequency diverse signal set.
Filtering is accomplishedby Gaussian-shaped
wind6ws that
havea selectablebandwith b and a fixed frequencyspacingA/.
The- center frequenciesof the resulting signals iange *iihin
the half-power bandwidth of the transducei. These signals are
then normalizedwith respectto amplitude, giving zelro-rnean
outputs with a maximum magnitude of unity. The resulting
set of decorrelatedsignalsare then processedto enhanceflai
visibility.
The split-spectrum technique describedabovesignificantly
simplifies the frequency diversity processby eliminating thl
need for high-frequencyfilters or equivalentmodulationlechSiqugl_t9achievefrequencyshifts betweentransmittedsignals.
In addition, there is no need to individually sampleand-store
the receivedsignalsthat correspondto each transmitted frequency. Instead, the same information can be obtained in a
single step from the receivedwide-band signal. Becausethe
filtering in the split-spectrum technique is achieveddigitaly,
processingcan be accomplishedconvenientlyfor a wide range
of processingparameters.Thus, a simple variation in the filtir
parameterscan createa new signal set without requiring additional data collection.
Several techniques have been used for processingthe decorrelated signals,including conventional averaging(linear and
nonlinear) algorithms and a novel minimization algorithm, as
indicated in Fig. 1. In the minimization algorithm, processing
involves the selection of the minimum amplitude at eachrange
(data point) from among the set of rn squaredfrequencydiverie
signals.The mathematical form of both the averagingand the
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Figure 1- Split-spectrum processing.
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minimization algorithms is given in Fig. 1.
Previous experimentaldata on titanium and stainless-steel
sampleshaveihown that, in general,the-minimization algorithm achievessignificantenhancementin flawvisibility in contrast to the limited improvement observedfor the averaging
Therefore,in the work presentedhere, the minalgorithms.o'5
iniization algorithm has been used exclusivelyfor signal processing.
ThJpresentation thus far has been introductory in nature
to review techniquesnot only deveiopedearlier but also used
in the acquisition and processingof data that are presented
here. For a -o.e detaiied descriptionand evaluation of these
techniques,the reader shouid refer to the referencescited.
In the followingsections,the preparationand ultrasonicevalsamplesare presentedto
uation of heat-treatedstainless-steel
flaw visibility enhancegrain
on
size
of
effects
the
determine
ment, in particular, for the minimization aigorithm.

SAMPLE PREPARATION
To examine the performanceof split-spectrum processing
samplesthat
under variousgrain sizeconditions,stainless-steei
The desired
tested.
prepared
and
grains
were
large
consistof
range of grain sizeswas obtained by heat treating 2 in' (59'8
.n*] diu-"ter, type 303 austenitic stainless-steelrods' The
chemicalcontents and impurities in the metal, as well as the
mode of manufacture(i.e., extent of hot or cold working due
to forging, rolling, or extruding) determine the rate of grain
growt[.: Ho*euei, becausethe material properties of the 303
it"itrl".. steel that was usedwere unavailable,severalsamples
were initially heat-treatedat temperaturesranging from 80p'
to 1300"Cto determine the grain growth characteristics'The
micrographicexaminationof these samplesrevealedthat noticeabie grain growth starts beyond temperaturesof 1250'C'
On the basis of these results, sampleswere heat-treatedfor
approximatelyl hour (h) at temperaturesof1325o,1350',1375o,
*i t38Z"C to achievea rangeof grain sizes'In eachcase,the
heat-treatedsampleswere quenchedrapidly in water.
The final phaseof samplepreparationinvolvedthe selection
and preparalionof suitably sizedflat-bottom holesin the samples.'Beiauseheat treatment resulted in hardeningof the metal,
ih. holes had to be made initially by an electrodischargema'
chine and later enlarged by drilling. The hole dimensions were
selected so that the ultrasonic echo from both the grains and
the hole would be approximately the same' Hole dimensions
of 3.18,3.74,4.06,ana a.OOmm were obtainedfor the 1325',
1350".1375",and 1387"C samples,respectively.
The radial and axial surfaces of the heat-treated samples
wereexaminedmicrographically to determine the averagegrain
size. The micrographic examination consists of polishing and
etching the sample sections and photographically recordingtheir g:rain structure through a microscope.A licrograph of
the stainless-.t."1sa-ple, heat-treatedat 1387'C, is shownin
Fig. 2 as an examPle.
the grain size of the heat-treated samples was analyzed by
the intJrcept method.r3In this tpchnique,the number of grain
boundarieiintersected by a fix6d point is counted by using a
microscope "t 6hs gample is moved by a rticrometer. The averageintercept length ii then determined by dividingthe total
..ai dist*c. by the number of grain boundaries. The result
of this analysis gives the average spacing between the grain
boundaries,which can also be used to calculate the equivalent
ASTM grain size number.
The intercept method analysisofthe sectionsfrom the heattreated so-plls resulted in grain size estimates of 75, 86, 106,
and 160 pm for the 1325", 1350', 1375o,and 1387'C samples,
respectively.The grain sizeestimatescorrespondto the average
of ihe total data obtained from both the radial and axial surfaces.In addition, to increasetbe-accuracyof the estimates, a
grain count was obtained for two perpendicular line segments
for each surface.
The grain sizeestimatesgiven here correspondto the average
1984
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grain boundary spacing.However,in the literature, calculations
ielated to scattering are often based on the averagegrain diameter. A linear relationship exists between the two definitions,tsgiven by

(1t

D:nL,

where D is the averagegrain diameter, Z is th" averagegrain
boundary spacing (intercept method), and,h is a constant multiplier wittr-approximatevaluesbetween1.5and 2.25,depending on the grain shape. This clearly shows that the average
grain diameter is an ambiguous term unless the grain shape is
Ltto*n, which is rarely the case.Therefore, it is preferable to
size in terms of the averagegrain boundary
define the grain
-Ho*"uer,
based on Equation 1, the averagegrain
spacing Z.
samplesmay be approximated as
heat-treated
in
the
diameier
twice the averagegrain boundary spacing for comparison.
The average grain size is often classified in terms of the
ASTM grain sizenumber. !!re following definitionr3 relates the
averageintercept distance I to a grain size number 9", which
is appioximately equal to that obtained by the ASTM analysis:

(21

g": - 10.0*6.64lol'r1/L),

where the unit of Z is in centimeters (cm). The grain size
.s[imatesfor the heat-treatedsamplesin terms of the linear
.rterceptvaluesand the correspondingapproximation for the
ASTM grain size numbers are given in Table 1.
TABLE 1 Grain Size Estimatesin Terms of ASTM Grain
Size Number.

ATTENUATIONOF SOUNDWAVESIN
MATERIALS
When sound wavesare transmitted through a material, the
lossesin acousticalpowerresult in the attenuationof the initial
signal amplitude. The acousticalattenuation is the result of
numerous factors, such as absorption, scattering, viscousdamping, and relaxation losses.The acousticallossesare dependent on both material properties(i.e.,grain size,crystalline
structure, hardness,etc.) and the transmitted frequencies.In
general,the amplitude of a planewavewill decayexponentially
becauseof the attenuation in the material and mav be written
as
(3)

RESULTS
EXPERIMENTAL
The heat-treatedsampleswere examined by using the ultrasonicrandom signal correiationsystem,6,?
and the resulting
data were processedby the minimization aigorithm.'5Prior to
applying the minimization algorithm, correlator outputs that
correspondto eachfrequencyband (i.e.,frequencydiversesignals) are squaredto removethe negativevalues.
Figures 3 to 6 show the unprocessedwide-band correlation
signalsin the squaredform, along with the correspondingprocesseddata for the 1325', 1350",1375' and 1387'C samples,
respectively.The presentationof the wide-bandcorrelationsignals in the squared form is an arbitrary choicethat allows a
more realisticcomparisonbetweenthe raw and processeddata.
These resuits correspondto processingpaiametersof A/:100
kHz (i.e.,frequencyspacingbetweenwindows),window bandwidths of b:300 kHz (i.e.,half-poverbandwidth)for the 1375'C,
and b: 350 kHz for the remainingsamples.The window bandwidths used here were experimentally determined to be the
optimal choice for the frequency spacing of 4/:100 kHz. It
SSUFRED
SIGNRL

A(x): l"r-"',

where ,4,(r) is the received echo amplitude, A, is the initial
amplitude in the medium, x is the distancetraveledby sound,
.nd a is the attenuation coefficient.
The scattering formulas have been studied and classifiedaccording to the ratio of the sound wavelength to the average
grain size.ra-2o
In the Rayleigh region where the sound wavelength is large comparedto the mean grain diameter (i.e.,\>>D),
the scattering coefficient varies with the averagevolume of the
grain, fourth power of the wave frequency, and square of the
elasticanisotropy.The absorptioncoefficient,on the other hand,
increaseslinearly with frequency.ra
Therefore,the total attenuation coefficient of ultrasound in the Rayleigh region is expressedas
(4)

For the experimental applications, the Rayleigh and Stochastic regionsdefined by Equations 4 and 5 are of primary
concern.For thesetwo regions,Papadakist;presentsscattering
coefficientformulas for both cubic and hexagonalcrystals,reIatingthe scatteringcoeffrcients
to the materialproperties.These
formulas are not repeatedhere but may be referredto for further consideration.

o:arf + orD'fn

U
F
J

E

)t>ZrD,

where o, and o2are constants,D is the averagegrain diameter,
and / is the transmitted frequency.In the Stochasticregion
where the wavelengthis approximately equal to the mean grain
diameter,the scatteringcoefficientvaries linearly with the mean
grain diameter and with the squareof the frequency and elastic
anisotropy:
(s)

a:brf *b"Df2

a:c,f *c2/D

IlINIHIZRTIONRLGORITHI,I

*

hole

D<)t<2zrD,

where b, and bgare constants.When the wavelength is smaller
than the average grain diameter, the scattering coeficient is
independent of the frequency,varies inversely with the average
grain diameter, and is proportional to the elastic anisotropy.
The attenuation coefficient in this caseis given by
(6)

(a)

Af=0.1 MIlz
b=0.35 MHz

H
E

.{(I)

tr<D,

back surface

where c, and c, are constants. In the Diffusion region, the average grain size is large compared to the wavelength, and the
itenuation coefficientis given by
(7)

a: (df+dzf' ) * d,/D

I<<D,

where d,, d", and d3 are constants and the terms in the bracket
correspondto the absorption coefficient.In this region, the
absorption lossesare much greater, especially becauseof the
thermal losses.
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I
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(b)
Figure 3-(a) Squaredwide-bandcorrelation signal for stainless-steelsample heat-treated at 1325"C.(b) Minimization
algorithm output.
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Figure 4-(a) Squaredwide-bandcorrelationsignal for stainless-steelsample heat-treated at 1350"C.(b) Minimization
algorithm output.

Figure 5-(a) Squared wide-bandcotelation signal for stain'
less-steelsample heat-treated at 1375"C.(b) Minimization
algorithm output.

should be noted that the performance of the minimization algorithm improves with decreasingA/, while the flaw enhancement values peak for window bandwidths in the range of 300
to 400 kHz.ai Although additional flaw enhancement can be
obtained for smaller valuesof A/ (i.e.,A/<100 kHz), it is not
significant enoughto warrant increasedcomputation time. Thus,
the parameters(i.e.,A/ and b) usedin Figs.3 to 6 approximate
those that optimize enhancementobtained by the minimization algorithm.
The hole echoesshown in the correlator outputs of Figs. 3
to 6 have ampiitudes similar in size to the grain echoes.The
processedsignals in each caseexhibit enhancementin the visibility of the targets.In addition, for the 1325"C sample,the
processing recovered the back surface echo, which originally
appeared smaller than the neighboring grain echoes seen in
Fig. 3. A similar situation is seenfor the 13?5'C sa-ple in Fig.
5, where the hole echo is smaller than the largest grain echo
and is yet easily recovered.These results indicate the capability
of the minimization algorithm to distinguish the echo that corresponds to a larger target reflector from grain echoes,even
when the target echo appears at or slightly below the grain
noise level in the original data.
The enhancementmeasurement(i.e.,F/G | "oo)usedthroughout this study was based on the improvement in the ratio of
the actual flaw to the largest grain echo, which is defined as

where the denominator F/GI i^ is determined from the squared
wide-bandconelation signal and F/Gl,", is basedon the processedoutput. In some cases,this criterion may result in relatively lower enhancement values compared to criteria based
on a reduction in grain variance or mean value. However, becausethe echo amplitude contains the most significant information in ultrasonic evaluation, this is an appropriate concept
for enhancementmeasurements.
The F/G l"nnplots for the heat-treated samplesare shown in
Fig. 7 in terms of window bandwidth b for fixed frequency
spacingA/:100 kHz. The peak enhancementoccurs at relatively low b values (i.e., b:300 to 350 kHz) for each sample.
The lower heat-treatmentsample(1325"C)showssteadydecay
beyond the maximum value as b is increased.The higher heattreatment samples(1350",13?5",and 1387'C) showsomefluctuation in F/G l"nn as b is increased beyond the maximum
F/Gl"^h value, which may be a result of increasedmultiple
scattering. However, there seemsto be no detectable correlation between grain size and the value of window bandwidth b,
where the enhancementreachesmaximum, as can be seenfrom
the plots in Fig. 7.
As discussedearlier, the averagegrain sizeofthe heat-treated
sampleswas determined by using the linear intercept method,
which corresponds to the averagegrain boundary spacing ^L.
This grain sizeestimate is linearly related to the grain diameter
(D), with the constant of proportionality determined by the
grain shape. For example, this factor is given by 1.5 and 2.25
for spherical and cubic grains, respectively.lsBecausethe grain

(8)

F/Gi,"n:U9)-t,
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Figure 6-(a) Squaredwide-bandcorrelation signal for stainless-steelsample heat-treated at 1387"C.(b) Minimization
algorithm output.
samplescannot be determinedexshapeof the stainless-steel
actly, it will be assumedthat the grain diameter corresponds
to approximately twice the grain size obtained by the linear
intercept method (i.e.,D:zL).
The ultrasonic wavelength is defined as
(9)

.900

t:c/f,

where c is the velocity of sound in the medium and / is the
transmitted frequency. The velocity of sound in the stainlesssteel samples showed no detectable variation with grain size
and was experimentallydetermined as 5.6x103m/s. Because
the system uses a wide range of frequencies, the ultrasound
wavelength will be approximated by basing it on the center
frequency of the transducer, which is 5 MHz. Therefore, from
Equation 9, the ultrasound wavelength can be approximated
astr:1.12 mm. The parameterslisted in Table 2, in conjunction
with Equations 4 to 7, allow the formulation of scattering present in the samplesfor the ultrasonic frequenciesthat were used.
An examination of Thble 2 and Equations 4 to 5 show that the
1325"C_samplefalls in the upper Rayleigh scattering region
(tr>ZrD), 1350' and 1375'C samplesfall in the transition region, and the 1381"C sample is in the Stochasticscattering
region (D<tr<%rD). Therefore, on the basis of the experimental parametersand theoreticaldefinitions,the semplesare
seen to approximately fall in the gmeral region between the
upper bounds of Rayleigh scattering and the lower bounds of
Stochastic scattering regions.
An increase in attenuation with grain size was observed in

for Estimation
of Scattering
TABLE2 UsefulParameters
Samples.
Regionsfor the Heat-treated
Estimated
Linear
Average
Sample
Intercept_
Grain Heat-treatment Grain Size (L) Diameter (D) 2rD
LlD
"C
Temperature
(mm) (tr=1.12mm)
(mm)
(mm)
7.47
0.075
0.150
0.94
L325
1.08
6.51
1350
0.086
0.t72
r.JJ
5.28
t375
0.106
0.2L2
2.0r
3.50
1387
0.160
0.320

the experimental examination of the heat-treated samples.The
back surface echoes of the heat-treated samples showed reduction in amplitude with increasing grain size, especially for
the 1387'C sample,which has the largest grain size.In addition, other experimental evidence suggeststhat strong scattering exists.Pulse-echoexamination of the samplesshowsthat
the echoesdo not decay rapidly beyond the back surface for
the 1375' and 1387'C samples,indicatingsizablemultiple scattering. However, this is also evident to a lesser degree in the
1325'C sample, which has the smallest grain size, as shown in
Fig. 3.
These observationssupport the theoretical calculations that
approximate the samplesto.fall betweenthe Rayleigh and Stochastic scattering range,where the intensity of scatteredechoes
increaseswith grain size. However,as the experimental results
of Figs. 3 to 6 indicate, the minimization algorithm is able to
enhancethe flaw echo even in this range.
Ideally, to determine the effect of grain size on the performance of a given flaw enhancementalgorithm, the hole parameters should be such that the ultrasonic data result in a similar
flaw-to-grain echo ratio for eachsample.However,the practical
difficulties in selecting and controlling all of the variables involved in sample preparation make this an extremely difficult
task. The resulting sample set dimensions,along with the ex1984 813
MateflalsEvaluation/42lMay

where
suchastitaniumandweldcomponents,
grainedsamples,
perimental parameters,are shown in Table 3. These values
improvedflawdetectionis highlydesirable.
indicate that similar input flaw-to-grainecho ratios resulted
only for the 1350"and 1387'C samplesthat haveaveragegrain
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These results indicate that such techniques can have potentially useful applications in the industrial examination of large-
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